
Create Screencasts instantly with Arc Video in Canvas 

 Using Arc Video in Canvas, you can record a screencast of a website or a software operation for 

instructional purposes, in minutes.  The screencast is saved and embedded in a content page, discussion 

posting, or any Canvas content that uses the rich content editor.  Students may be prompted to discuss 

the presentation on the video timeline itself with a chat feature, or the instructor can point out 

highlights.  This process is best utilized for short presentations that can be recorded and published 

quickly.   

Consider this teaching scenario:  An anatomy instructor wishes to demonstrate the benefits of an online 

website that depicts human anatomy with 3D animations, placing the demonstration in Canvas as an on-

demand resource.  The instructor has little time to learn how to use a third party screencasting software 

and needs to get this done quickly, all without leaving Canvas.  To do this:   

1. Create a new content page in Canvas.   

2. Write an introductory paragraph of what the student will be viewing to provide context.   

3. Hit “enter” to move the cursor one line down, where you will place the screencast. 

4. Hit the “Arc” video icon to begin a recording.   

 

5. Click the “Record” button  and then “Screen Capture”  

 

6. On the first time you start screencasting, you will be prompted to download and install the 

screen recorder (one time only).  Proceed to do so.  Complete the installation and restart the 

recorder.   
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7. Observe that the recording window will 

open with a choice of settings.  Make sure 

you select “Screen” and then it might be 

useful to select a size.  Fullscreen captures 

the entire window, but other sizes could 

also be applicable to focus attention on 

relevant areas.  The “window” of the 

screencapture will be marked on the 

monitor display with a box of dashed lines. 

 

Make sure your microphone is on to 

provide narration (similar to a live 

demonstration).   

 

Choose computer audio if you wish to 

capture any sounds on the website or software you are demonstrating.   

8. When you are ready, hit “Record”   

9. The recorder gives you a 3-2-1 countdown, and then you are recording. 

10. Present your software or website demonstration until you are ready to click 

the pause button.  and then click “Done”  

 

11. Give the screencast a title, and a description (suggested for 

searching later), and then click the green Upload button. 

You also have the option to edit the video (not shown).  

12. After the video uploads to Arc…   

 

13. You click “Continue.”   

14. You then select the video (“Select this”), and place the 

video and optional chat window on the Canvas content page.   


